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Abstract 
Let M be a finite monoid of Lie type of characteristic p. In this paper we compute the 
number of irreducible modular representations of M in characteristic p. To do this we combine 
the theory of semigroup representations, of Munn-Ponizovskii, with Richen’s theory of modular 
representations of finite groups of Lie type. Each of these representations is determined by a 
certain triple (I, J, x) where IE~~ is a subset of the simple roots, J&(M) is f-class and 
i: : P/-F,* is a character. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Clussijicutions: 20G05; 20G40; 20M30 
1. Introduction 
Associated with each finite monoid of Lie type is its characteristic. For example, if 
M =M,,(F,) then the characteristic of A4 is p. So it is natural to give special attention to 
the theory of finite-dimensional irreducible representations of M over i$, the algebraic 
closure of Fp. There is already a lot of evidence from [ 131 to suggest that we are 
dealing with a remarkable situation. Indeed, 
(1) Any irreducible representation p : M + End(V) of M over FP restricts to an 
irreducible representation plG of the unit group M. 
(2) From the work of Richen [3] it follows that the irreducible representation of G 
can be classified by their weights (see Section 2 below). 
The purpose of this paper is to combine these two results and obtain a detailed iden- 
tification of the irreducible representations of M in terms of their weights and their 
associated &l-class. Associated with each irreducible representation p : M + End(V) 
is the weight of p/G and also the apex of p (see Section 2 below). So we obtain 
our complete identification by characterizing the possible combinations of weights and 
apexes that can actually occur for some irreducible representations of M. This identi- 
fication brings to light a new combinatorial invariant of monoids of Lie type which, 
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together with the type map (see Section 3 below), essentially classifies monoids of 
Lie type up to central extension. Rather than stating our results in full generality, let 
us here illustrate the entire situation with a familiar example. We consider the case 
A4 = M,,(e) where q = pk for k > 0. The first thing to do here is to identify all the 
relevant invariants of M. 
ji” . . Ji’ O .., j . ..> [’ “. 1 j,(l . . 1)} 
={eo,e~,...,~), 
@(M) = {J ( i = 0,. . . , H} where 
~i={x~M]rank(x)=i}, 
s = (42, x23,. . .> an-1,~) where 
t1 
Qj 
i 4 . . = tit,5 tn 
and the type map A : 42(M) + 2s is given by 
A(Jl))=i(J,)=S 
and 
A(Ji>= {~12r~~~~Cli-l,i~~i+l,i+2~~~~~~n-l,n} if O<i<n. 
Recall from [I 1, 121 that /z(Ji) is the type of the parabolic subgroup fi = {g E G 1 gei = 
eigei}. One checks that 
q= {g= (i f!) eGL,(4)lA is ixi}. 
The new invariant here is 
v : e?@4) -+ 2s. 




V(Ji)={Q+l.i+23.. .,h-l,n} if O<i<n. 
In general, o(J) C A(J). Furthermore, I(J)\v(J) records the type, as a subset of S, 
of the unit group of eJA4eJ, where {eJ> = A fl J. v(J) records the type as a subset 
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of S of the parabolic subgroup BK, where B = {g E G 1 ge = ege for all e E A} and 
K={gEG(geJ=eJ}. Notice that K is normal in P(e~)={yEy\ye~=e~ge~}. So in 
our example n(J;)\u(J;) represents the upper i x i block, and u(J,) represents the lower 
(n - i) x (n - i) block of 8. Now given an irreducible represention p : h4 --i End(V) 
over F, we first recall from [ 131 that pi G is irreducible. By the results of Richen [3], 
there exists a unique line Y C V such that P = {g E G\p(g)Y = Y} contains B. So P 
is a parabolic subgroup of type Z(p) CI S. We write P = PI(~). 
According to Richen’s theory [3], p corresponds to a weight, which is a pair (Z,x) 
such that I C: S and x : PI + Fi is a homomorphism. Furthermore, plG corresponds to 
(I(P), X(P)) where p(g)(y) = &)(s)y defines X(P) : P +F;. 
On the other hand, p determines a y-class J(p) E 4?(M). Indeed, by the results of 
Munn and Ponizovskii [2], there exists a unique smallest 2-class J(p) E uZ(M), such 
that p(J(p)) # 0. In our example, J(p) is the set of matrices x of minimum rank such 
that p(x) # 0. Say J(p) =J;. The main point of this paper is to characterize generally 
the relationship between J(p) and (1(p), x(p)). 
In our example it turns out that 
(i) 0(p)) cII(p) C ~J(P)), so that 
P I’U((J)) = 





. . * 4 0 1 0 * is in the 
kernel of x(p) : Plcpj A F;. 
Conversely, given Ji E e(M) and (I, 10 with 21: PI +F;, there exists an irreducible 
representation of M with these data if and only if 
r(Ji) C I C i.(Ji), and 
is the kernel of x. 
The main purpose of this paper is to extend the above results to their natural gener- 
ality (see Theorem 3.1 below). We then go on to discuss a number of related issues, 
in particular, 
(a) Enumerative formulae for the number of irreducible representations. 
(b) Conjugacy classes of semisimple elements in reductive monoids. 
(c) Betti numbers of compactifications of the adjoint quotient. 
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2. Background 
In this section we briefly summarize some of the background ideas that are required 
for a proper understanding of our main results. As we have stated in the introduction, 
our purpose here is to combine the theory of Munn and Ponizovskii on representations 
of finite semigroups with the theory of Richen on modular representations of finite 
groups of Lie type. Our point of departure here is the striking fact that irreducible 
representation of finite monoids of Lie type restrict to irreducible representations of 
the unit group [13, Corollary 2.71. The following results are due largely to Munn and 
Ponizovskii (see [2, Theorem 5.331). 
Let S be a finite regular semigroup and let k be a field. Define an equivalence relation 
f on S by declaring xfy if SxS = SyS. The equivalence classes are called ~-classes. 
Let %(M) = {J C A4 /J in a f-class}. @c(M) is a poset with JI > J2 if SJlS 2 52. For 
any irreducible representation p : S --f End(V) there exists a unique smallest J E ‘42(M), 
called the upex of p, such that p(J) # (0). Jo = J U (0) is a semigroup with x. y =xy 
if xy E J and x. y = 0 if xy $ J. Furthermore, p determines an irreducible representation 
;ii: J”+End(V) via 
Conversely, given J E 42(S) and an irreducible representation yl : Jo + End( V), there 
exists an irreducible representation p : S + End(V), with apex J such that p = ~1. Fur- 
thermore, p is unique up to equivalence. 
The second part of this theory identifies the irreducible representations of Jo with 
those of H,, the X-class (i.e. unit group of eMe) of any e E E(J). Indeed, if p : Jo + 
End(V) is irreducible, then plH: H + End(p(e)( V)) is an irreducible representation 
of H. Conversely, any irreducible representation CI : H + End(W) can be “extended” to 
an irreducible representation p : Jo ---f End(V) such that (plH, p(e)( V)) ” (a, W). Here 
again, the representation p is unique up to equivalence. The most interesting open 
problem here is to relate the dimension of W to the dimension of V. This amounts 
to computing the rank over k of the image under p of the Rees sandwich matrix 
of Jo. 
The other major background ingredient for this paper is Richen’s theory which is 
recorded in detail by Curtis in [3]. Let G be a finite group of Lie type. By definition 
there exists a reductive group G defined over Fp and an endomorphism cr : G + G such 
that G = {x E G ) a(x) =x}. By the results of Richen the irreducible modular representa- 
tions of G are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of weights {(I, x) / x : LI + F,* } 
where I C S is a subset of the set of vertices of the Coxeter graph of G and Ll 
is the corresponding Levi subgroup of G. This correspondence has the following 
properties: 
Given p : G --) G&(V) irreducible and B C G a Bore1 subgroup, there exists a unique 
line Y s V such that p(B)Y = Y. Let fi={ g~Glp(y)Y = Y}. Then we obtain 
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x : P, ---f i$+ via p(g)(y) = x(g)(y). But x factors through PI + PI/U = LI where U C Pt 
is the unipotent radical of PI. The correspondence mentioned above identifies p with 
(15 X). 
There is one more feature that deserves mention. Suppose p : G --f GL( V) is irre- 
ducible. Then there exists an algebraic group G defined over i$ with endomorphism 
cr:G-+C such that 
(i) G zz {xEG/ cr(x)=x}, 
(ii) There is a representation p : G -+ GL( V) of algebraic groups such that p 1 G = /-I. 
See [23, Theorem 13.31. This will be useful in the next section when we construct 
finite monoids of Lie type from irreducible representations of finite groups of Lie type. 
It is impossible in general to specify the “typical” irreducible represention of a 
finite group G of Lie type. In fact, the (conjectured) dimension formula for the ir- 
reducible module of type (1,x) has yet to be verified in all cases. For Sez(Fq) one 
can specify a complete list of modules using Steinberg’s tensor product theorem [21] 
(since the factors are known explicitly in this case). The first step is to obtain the 
@-irreducible modules for S/2(4). These are V, (the trivial one-dimensional module), 
v, =~~F,,v2=S2(~),v3=S3(~),... and V&I = SP-‘( V, ), where 6 has the usual 
action 
(: :) (:) = (Ez:) 
and S’ denotes the ith symmetric power. Define 
X; : X2(Fp) + St2(Fp) via Xi (; ;) = (;i Z>), 
where y = pi. Then any module (p, V) for Stz(Fp) yields other modules (p”‘, I’), 
(~“2, V),. . . via p”‘(x)(v)=p(ai(x))(n). We denote (p”‘, V) by I”‘. 
Steinberg’s @-product theorem for S/z 
(a) Any irreducible module of S&(G) can be written uniquely as Vc @ Vt’ @ . ~3 
Vly where 0 5 i < p - 1. 
(b) Any irreducible module of S/2(4) is the restriction of some irreducible module - 
of %2(&). If v = &;a @ . . . 8 yz,“’ where 0 < ij < p - 1 and E;=s pf 5 q - 1 then 
V remains irreducible for %2(e). 
Thus, the irreducible modules of S/z(G) can be indexed by the non-negative integers 
m1q - 1. To compute V(m), write m = C& pi where Osii<p - 1 (p-adic expan- 
sion of m). Then V(m) %! @I;=, Vly and dim V(m) = flfzo({, + 1). In the terminology 
of Richen’s theory, for m > 0, V(m) is the irreducible module of type (4, x) where 
x : L$ + <* is given by 
x(t) = tm and L$ = 
is the Levi factor of the upper triangular group (which is the only proper parabolic 
subgroup of S{Z(~) up to conjugacy). 
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We can depict the pattern here using the “3-adic Pascal triangle”. 
Module Dimension 
v (0) 1 
V(1) 2 
v (2) 3 
V(3) 2 
v (4) 4 
v (5) 6 
V (6) 3 
v (7) 6 
V (8) 9 
Each row represents the irreducible module with given label and has the indicated 
dimension (= the number of O’S in that row). If we label the positions in the ith row 
0,1,2 )...) n then there is a 0 in the ith position if and only if (r) $0 mod (3). 
We now state the main result of [ 131. This is the main reason we are able to obtain 
so much information about irreducible modular representations of finite monoids of Lie 
type. Let M be a finite monoid of Lie type with unit group G of characteristic p. 
Theorem 2.1 (Putcha and Renner [13]). Suppose p : M + End( V) is un irreducible 
representation of M over &. Then plG is irreducible. 
The reader is reminded here that there is rarely such a direct and appealing re- 
lationship between the irreducible representations of a monoid and those of its unit 
group. 
Irreducible representations of M,(F,) show up in a very significant way in stable 
homotopy theory. This is what motivated Harris and Kuhn to study the irreducible 
representations of MU($) in [5]. The main theorem of [5] relates in a precise way the 
irreducible representations of M,(F,) to the indecomposable wedge summands of the 
stable homotopy type of the classifying space of a finite abelian p-group. The first 
step here is the observation that M,(F,) acts on B(Fd2), the classifying space of FPn, 
induced from the standard action of M,,(F,) on FPn. 
3. The main theorem 
Let A4 be a finite monoid of Lie type of characteristic p, and let p : M -t End(V) be 
an irreducible representation of M defined over Fp. On the other hand, by the theory of 
Munn and Ponizovskii, p determines an apex, Apex(p) E e(M). But on the other hand 
pi G is irreducible, and so by the theory of Richen plG is determined by its weight 
(Z(p), x(p)). In any case, p : M + End(V) determines the following data: 
(i) J = Apex(p) E q(M) 
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(ii) I =1(p) E 2’ 
(iii) x=&):P~-tFi. 
We consider the following two questions: 
(a) Is p uniquely determined up to equivalence of representations by (J,Z, x)? 
(b) What are the conditions on a triple (J,J, x) with x : fi -+ FG and J E e(M), so 
that there exists an irreducible representation p of M with 
(i) PIG of type (1,x) 
(ii) Apex(p) = J? 
To answer these two questions we need some further notions about monoids of Lie 
type. The reader should consult [l l] for a detailed account of this theory (notice 
however that in [ 111, monoids of Lie type are referred to as regular split mono&). 
Let M be a finite monoid of Lie type with unit group G. Let S be the Coxeter- 
Dynkin diagram of G. Let U = a(M) set of regular f-classes of M. It turns out that 
CT is the set of two-sided G-orbits of M. Define GaG 2 GbG if b E MaM. In this way, 
iJ becomes a lattice. There is a cross-section of idempotents A = {eJ ( J E U} C E(M), 
such that J = GeJG, and for all J,, J2 E u, eJ, eJz = eJzeJ, = eJ, ,,JZ. /I is called a CYOSS- 
section lattice. Furthermore, E(J) = {geJg_’ 1 g E G}. There is a type map 
3. : u -+ 2s 
such that for all J E U 
Here P(eJ) = CL(e) =: {G E G ( ye = ege}, and PI C_ G denotes the parabolic subgroup 
of type I (see [l, Section 2.51). 
We now introduce a new invariant. Let A be a cross-section lattice and let e E A. 
Then {e} = An J and CL(e) = e,(J), where R(J) C S. If B C CL(e) is a Bore1 subgroup 
and H = {g E G / ge = e} then BH is a parabolic subgroup containing B. Hence, we 
define 
v(J) E 2’ via BH = P,(J). 
Notice also, if we let KJ = {g E G 1 ge = eg = e} then P,(J) = BKJ. We can now state 
the main theorem (in particular, answering questions a) and b) above). 
Theorem 3.1. Let I E 2’ and J E a(M). Assume that v(J) C Z 2 A(J). Dejine 
x1.J = {X :LI + T 1 X(Y) = x(h) if eJg = eJh}. 
Then there is a one to one correspondence between the irreducible representations qf 
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Under this correspondence x E CII,J corresponds to the unique irreducible representa- 
tion p : A4 + End(M) such that 
(i) Apex(p) = J 
(ii) There is a line Y C V such that {g E G / p(g)Y = Y} =P,. 
(iii) Zf gE PI and YE Y then p(g)(y)=x(g)y. 
Proof. Let p : A4 + End( V) be irreducible with apex J E @X(M). So V is also an ir- 
reducible Jo-module, and for e E_!?(J), e(V) is an irreducible Z&-module. But H, = 
eCc(e), and so e(V) is also an irreducible Co(e)-module. Now Co(e) & G is the Levi 
factor of P;,.c~j = C&(e), and so it is also a finite group of Lie type. Hence, Richen’s 
theory applies to the Cc(e)-module e(V). Thus, for any Bore1 subgroup Bo G Cc(e) 
there exists a unique line Y C e(V) such that p(Ba)Y = Y. q 
Claim: Let H = {g E G 1 p(g)Y = Y}. Then H C CL(e) and H contains a Bore1 sub- 
group of G. 
Proof. First of all H contains B = BoR,(C$(e)), which is a Bore1 subgroup of G. So 
let g E H, and let v = eo E Y be a non-zero element. Then for some y E F; 0 # gv= 
gev = ljetl = egev. In particular, egeu # 0. But ege 5 e while if z > e then zv = 0 since 
J is the apex of p. Hence, ege&?e. But then by 6, Theorem 31 g E C$(e)Cb(e) = R, 
(C,$(e>)Ck(e). Hence, B C H C: R,(CG(e))C&(e). Suppose H $ C&(e). Then there ex- 
ists E E @ such that r/, C H yet U, $ C&(e). But B C CL(e) and so Uoc $ B. But 
then U_, C B C H. Hence, G, = (U,, U_,x) C H, and so s, E H. But s, 6 C;(e) since 
U_, & C&(e) and U, =s,l_.Q, $ C:(e). Consider the double coset decomposition 
Since the union is disjoint, ss E R,(Ci(e))C&(e) implies that s,~ E W(C&(e)). But as 
above this is not possible. This establishes the claim. 
Observe that KJ C H, and so P,(.J, - BKJ c H &Pj.(J) =: C;(e). So we can now sum- 
marize the relevant properties of an irreducible representation p :A4 + End( V) with 
apex J E /z(M). 
(a) Let H = {g E G ) p(g)Y = Y}. Then H =Fj is parabolic and o(J) cZ C l.(J). 
(b) If g E KJ then p(g)y = y for all y E Y. 
(c) p(G is the irreducible representation of type (I,%), where x is defined via p(g)(y) 
= x(g)y for g E ZI. 
On the other hand, let p’ : M + End( V’) be an irreducible representation with apex J, 
and H’=P( with character x. Then by Richen’s results, (p’lCo(e), p’(e)( V)) g (p/C,(e), 
p(e)(V)) since they have the same (Z,x). But then by Munn-Ponizovskii, p and p’ are 
equivalent. Thus, the correspondence 
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is injective. To complete the proof, it remains only to be shown that all possible 
invariants (I, J, x) actually arise from irreducible representations of M. But this is now 
a counting problem. It is easy to check, using Richen’s results, that the number of 
irreducible representations of H, is 
Thus, by Munn-Ponizovskii, there are exactly 
c c IxI,JI 
./E’?/(M) @)&ICI(J) 
irreducible representations of M. This concludes the proof. Cl 
Example 3.2. In [ 131 the author and M. Putcha construct for each finite group G of 
Lie type, a certain canonical monoid M(G) having the following properties: 
(a) G is the unit group of M(G). 
(b) The type map A : @(M(G)) --t 2S of M(G) satisfies 
(i) i. : %(M( G))\{ 0} --+ 2’ is bijective, 
(ii) &Je A Jf ) = i(Je) n A(Jr ), where %(M(G)) has been identified with a cross- 
section lattice A of M(G). 
(c)For each eEA{~EGIge=eg=e}={l}. 
By the results of [ll], M(G) is determined up to isomorphism by these properties. 
This monoid also enjoys a number of other useful properties that were important in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. In any case, if J E %(M(G)) then by (c), v(J) = 4. Furthermore, 
xI,J = Hom(LI,F,*) for any I C l+(J). So xl,J is independent of J if it is non-empty. 
Define, for any finite monoid A4 of Lie type, 
H(M) = {p : M + End(V) 1 p is irreducible}/ N 
where “w” denotes equivalence of representations. Thus, by Theorem 3.1 
V&M(G))1 = c Id 
ICI(J) 
=c c h,JI 
ICS JE’#(S) 
= c 2iS’%(Z), 
Ic_S 
where a(1) is the common value of lal.JI for I C l_(J). This agrees with formula (1) 
of Theorem 2.2 of [ 131. 
If G = St,+,(G) then ISI = n and for 111 =i, cr(Z)=(q - 1),-j. Thus, 
IIR(M(G))( = c 2’s”‘z(Z) 
I&S 
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n 
= c( > I 2-i(q _ l)fl-i i=O 
n 
= c( 1 ; (2q -2),-i GO 
= (2q - 1) 
This corrects the calculation error in example 2.3 of [ 131. 
Example 3.3. Using the results of [ 1 I] it is possible to construct, for each group G 
of Lie type a monoid M(G)* with the following properties: 
(a) If 2 is the type map then /z : +Y(M(G)*)\{ G} + 2’ is bijective, and A(J, AJ, ) = i, 
(Je) u A(Jr>. 
(b) For each e E A\{ l}, say A(J,) =I, H, =eL, Z L,/Lj, where Li is the subgroup 
of L, generated by the elements of order p” for some n > 0. M(G)* is called the dual 
canonical monoid of G. By [ 11, Theorem 3.8(ii)] M(G)* is uniquely determined up to 
isomorphism by (a) and (b). lt is easily verified that, for each JE%(M(G)*), v(J)= 
A(J). Combining this observation with properties (a) and (b), and applying Theorem 
3.1 yields the following remarkable property of M(G)*. 
Let p: G + GG(V) be a nontrivial irreducible representation. Then there exists a 
unique representation p* : M(G)* + End(V) such that 
(i) p*lG=p 
(ii) p*(WG)*\G) # (01. 
Furthermore, if p is of type (1,x) then the apex of p* is the unique J E gB(M(G)*)\{G} 
such that i(J) =I. 
Example 3.4. Let A4 =M,,(I$). By the theory of Munn-Ponizovskii 
IWW = 2 IWG&(&))l, 
k=O 
while by the formulas of Richen (for k > 0) 




= (q - l)q? 
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Combining these formulas 
(zR(M),-l=(q-l)~qk-‘=q”-l. 
k=l 






We can interpret this coefficient as follows. An elementary calculation shows that if 
J GM is a J-class and u(J) C I c I(J) then 
lQJ( =(q - lpJ)\‘l+‘. 
We conclude that 
We consider now the relationship between the irreducible modular representations 
of M and the conjugacy classes of M. This is particularly interesting for reductive 
monoids. See Section 4. 
Definition 3.5. Let A4 be a finite monoid of Lie type with unit group G of character- 
istic p. We say x EM is semisimple if 
(i) x E He for some e E E(M). 
(ii) xk = e for some k, (k, p) = 1. 
Let M,, = {x EM ( x is semisimple} and let IV,,/ - denote the set of conjugacy classes 
of semisimple elements of M. 
Theorem 3.6. (R(M)1 = IM,,/ - 1. 
Proof. By the theory of Munn and Ponizovskii, (IR(M)( = CeEn IIR(H,)I, while by 
[19, Theorem 421 IZR(H,)j = (He),,/ N. H ence, it suffices to show that two elements 
of He are He-conjugate if and only if they are G-conjugate. 
If x, y E He and gxg-’ = y with g E G, then geg-’ = e. But then h = ye E H, and 
hxh* = gexeg-’ = gxg-’ = y, where h* E He is the inverse of h in He. 
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Conversely, if x, y E H, and h E H, is such that hxh-’ = y, then we recall from 
[ 11, Corollary 3.41 that Co(e) 4 H,, g H ge is surjective. So let g E Co(e) be such that 
ge = h. It follows easily that gxg-’ = y. 0 
4. Finite reductive monoids 
In this section we consider reductive algebraic monoids M_ defined over a finite 
field F4. We readily obtain finite monoids of Lie type as follows: 
Let M =M_(F,) be the finite monoid of F,-rational points of &J. By standard facts 
about finite fields and the Galois theory of algebraic varieties [8, Ch. II, Section 41 there 
exists an F,-automorphism r~ :M_ + M of algebraic monoids such that M = {.x EM_ 1 
O(X) =x}. But then by [ 13, Theorem 4.31, M is a finite monoid of Lie type. Actually, 
one obtains a sequence of finite monoids M, = {X EM_ ( d(x) =x}, r = 1,2,3,. . . . The 
purpose of this section is to establish interesting and useful formulae for (ZR(M,.)I. The 
basic problem here is to consider formulae of the form 
JZR(Mr)I - 1 = (4 - 1) 2 aiqri, 
i=l 
where ai E Z and is independent of Y. Whenever this can be done, it is particularly 
interesting to interpret the ai’s. 
Definition 4.1. (a) By a finite reductive monoid M, we mean M = A4(F,) where &J is 
a reductive monoid defined over F4. Notice that such a monoid is a finite monoid of 
Lie type. 
(b) We say M is locally simply connected if for all e E E(M), H, is a simply con- 
nected reductive group. Recall from [24, Remark 2.131 that means that g = (H,,H_) 
is a simply connected, semisimple group. 
We remind the reader that the Levi subgroups of any simply connected group are 
also simply connected [24, Lemma 2.171. Our purpose in introducing this notion is 
made clear in Theorem 4.2 below. 
If M_ is a reductive monoid, we let X_ denote the adjoint quotient of M_. There is a 
canonical quotient morphism rc : n/l +X_ of algebraic varieties. By the results of [ 161 
X_ parametrizes the conjugacy classes of semisimple elements of M_. 
Theorem 4.2. Let M_ be a locally simply connected reductive monoid de3ned over Fy 
and let A4 = M_(F,). Then 
(a) The canonical map I&/N -X_(F,) is bijective. 
(b) IWWI = CetnqrCe)lH( )a I h e b w ere r(e) is the semisimple rank of H(e) and 
H(e),b is the abelianization of H(e). 
(c) If dim Z(G) = 1 and 0 EM_ then for each e E A /H(e)&%)1 = (q - l)a(q + 
1 )b(q2 + q + 1)” for appropriate integers a, b, c 2 0. 
(d) rf M_ is split over 4 then JH(e),b(F,)I = (q - 1)” for some a 2 0. 
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Proof. For the proof of (a) we recall two pertinent facts. First of all, as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.6, if e E E(M) then x, y E H, are G-conjugate if and only if they are H,- 
conjugate. Secondly, as pointed out above, X_ parametrizes the G-conjugacy classes of 
semisimple elements of &. But now we can apply [22, Theorem 10.31. This says in our 
situation that for each e E E(M), H(e)(&) / N -_(H(e))(F4) is bijective. Combined 
with the above facts we obtain our result. 
For (b), consider e E A and the corresponding X-class of e, H(e) CM_. Let H(e)’ 2 
H(e) be the commutator subgroup. By [23, Theorem 14.111, IZR(H(e)‘)l =q’ce) where 
H(e)‘=fI(e)‘(F,) and r(e) is the semisimple rank of H(e)‘. On the other hand, by 
Richen’s theory 
where S(e) is the set of simple roots associated with H(e) and {LI ] I C s(e)} is a set of 
representatives for the Levi subgroups of H(e). X(L,) = Hom(L,,~~). Now H(e)/H(e)’ 
is an abelian group of order prime to q, and so IX(H(e)/H(e)‘)j = lH(e)/H(e)‘l by the 
well known duality for finite abelian groups. But Li = L, f’H(e)’ is the corresponding 
Levi subgroup of H,‘. Hence, again by Richen ]IR(H(e)‘)] = Clcs IX(Li)I. But then 
IJWI)I = lPfG)I IPG/Lil = IWG)l IFVf(eYWe)‘Y = lX(L:)l-IH(e)/H(e)‘l. That 
H(e)/H(e)=(@(e)/Zf(e)‘)(F,) follows from the “o-process” of [20] since H_(e)’ is 
a connected algebraic group. Putting things together we obtain 
INH(e))l = c = IF( 
IC.%e) 
= c lK(Li)/ IWeYH(e)‘l 
rcs(e) 
= INH(e)')l IH(eYWe)'l 
= q’(“‘IH(e)/H(e)‘l 
Hence, by the Munn-Ponizovskii theory, (Z&M)] = xeEn q’(‘)lH(e)/H(e)‘l. To estab- 
lish the formula in (c), we observe that for semisimple monoids IV, the action of cr on 
an appropriate maximal torus T C G’ is of the form a*@(a)) = qcc (on X(T)) where 
p : A + A is a disjoint union of automorphisms of order two or three. This follows 
from the results of Section 11.6 of [23]. Since the center of G is one dimensional, 
y =o]Z(c)’ has th e f orm y(t) = tq, by the comment following Theorem 5.1 of [18]. 
Thus, det(ri* - 1) = n:, (4” - 1) for some ai I 3 and some m > 0. Hence, restricted 
to X(H(e)/H(e)‘) CX(T.Z(C)‘), the determinant is a factor of det(o* - 1). But by 
the formula of [18, Proposition 6.1(d)], this factor equals lH(e)/H(e)‘\. 
The proof of (d) is the same as for (c) taking into account that “split” means 
simply that p : A --f A is the identity automorphism (so that det(cr* - 1) = (q - 1 >‘). 
This completes the proof. Cl 
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Theorem 4.3. Suppose M is locally simply connected and split over F4. Then 
(a) (zR(M)~ - I = (q - I) Ci>0 biq' for some integers bi. 
(b) Zf M has only one nonzero minimal f-class then (M(M)] - 1 =(q - 1) cilo ai 
x (q - 1 )‘, where 
In particular, the hi’s of (a) are independent of q. 
(c) If M_ has one non-zero minimal &-class then X_ = UeEn C, where each C, Z 
G,,, x A”,. In particular, the hi’s are the Betti numbers of (X_\O)/G,. 
Proof. The formula of (a) holds for any locally simply connected monoid IV, using 
4.2(b). The formula of (b) follows directly from Theorem 3.1 since for reductive, split 
monoids with one non-zero minimal &-class (sll,~j = (q - 1 )licJ)\‘l+‘. 
For (c), recall that the H_(e)-conjugacy classes of H_(e) are the same as the 
G-conjugacy classes of H_(e). Furthermore, rkssH_(e) = rkH_(e) - 1, since by 
[ 10, Proposition 6.271 eM_e is also f-reducible. Thus, applying [22, Theorem 1.61 
to H_(e) we obtain these “cells” C,. 0 
Recall [ 10, Definition 15.21 that a reductive monoid M_ is f-coirreducible if M\G 
has a unique maximal 2-class. The divisor class group C’{(X) of a normal variety X 
is the free abelian group generated by the irreducible codimension one subvarieties of 
X_ modulo the principal divisors. One basic theorem here states that Ce(X_) = (0) if 
and only if k[X] is a uniqe factorization domain. See [4] for the whole story on class 
groups. 
Theorem 4.4. Let M_ be reductive 
(a) rf U(A4) = (0) then M is locally simply connected 
(b) If M_ is &-coirreducible then there exits M_’ -IV, jinite and dominant such 
that C/(M’) = (0). Furthermore, Ce(A4) is jinite. 
(c) For any such M_ there exists n : M_’ 4 g such that 
(i) C/(M_‘) = (0) and 
(ii) rr induces a bijection of 42’ (M_‘) + “Z’(M_), where %‘(M_) denotes the set oj 
maximal x-classes of M\G. 
Proof. Notice first that, given X_ such that C/(X_) = (0), then CL’(u) = (0) for any 
open set U CX. On the other hand, an algebraic group C is simply connected if and 
only if CL’(G) = (0) [6, Proposition 3.21. Thus, to prove (a) it suffices to show that 
CL’(eMe) = (0) for any e EE(M). We apply [4, Theorem 10.61. To do this we must 
show that A = k[M_] = a,+,, A, with A0 = k[eHe]. But we know from [ 10, Corollary 
6.lO(ii)] that there exists a%e parameter subgroup 3. : G, + G such that t 2 O&t) = e. 
Consider the action p : G, x M_ -sM_ given by n(t,x) = n(t)xn(t). n induces a ratio- 
nal action p : k* + Aut(k[k4]). If we let A, = {f E k[M] 1 p(t)(f) = tnf} then k[M_] = 
en,,, A, is the desired @-decomposition. 
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To prove (b) we may assume without loss of generality that 0 EM_. Notice that 
this implies that dim Z(G) = 1. Now A4\G is irreducible of codimension one in M. 
So it determines a divisor class DE C&(M). Since A4\G is irreducible we have by 
[4, Corollary 7.21 an exact sequence 
O-+Z~D+U(A4)+CL(G)+O (1) 
By [ 14, Theorem 3.41 there exists x : M_ -+ k such that x-’ (0) = M_\G. Hence, in 
CL(M), D has finite order. We conclude that C&(M) is finite since from 
[6, Corollary 2.81, G!(G) is finite. To find M’ we first assume C!(G)=(O). For if 
CG(G)#O then we consider [:G, -+G, the universal cover of G, and apply 
[15, Lemma 7.1.11 to obtain a reductive monoid A4, with unit group G, and a finite 
dominant morphism A4, ---f M extending [. With another application of [15, Lemma 
7.1 .l] we may assume G= C& x k* where G0 is semisimple and simply connected. 
From the exact sequence in (1) we obtain Cf(A4) = Z.D, a finite cyclic group. Be- 
fore we construct M_’ we need to determine exactly what controls the order of D in 
Ct(A4). Let e E A\{ l} be the unique maximal element, and let & = T U eT = 7. Then 
T, C_ T is an open submonoid. Furthermore, by [ 15, Theorem 4.41 there exist opposite 
Bore1 subgroups B, B- containing T such that m : B; x T, x B, --f A4, m(x, y,z) = xyz, 
is an open embedding. Let R = k[A4] and S = k[B; x T, x B,] we obtain R C S. Since 
T, 2 (k*)r-’ x k as varieties, we see from [4, Corollary 7.2, Theorem 8.11 that S 
is a UFD. Let p = {f E 9) f IM_\G= 0). Clearly ICY( = inf{n ( p(“)) is a prin- 
cipal ideal} where p (n) denotes the nth symbolic power of the ideal p. So write 
pen) = (x) where n = \Ce(AJ)l. We may assume x : &J + k is a morphism of algebraic 
monoids, adjusting the initial x with a non-zero scalar if necessary. Consider x o m E S. 
From our remarks above we see that (1 o m) = p” where p = p .S. Using the isomor- 
phism T, g (k*)r-’ x k and the fact that x o m factors through p2 : B; x I;, x B, - 7;,, 
(x, y, z) H y, we obtain the following diagram: 
k--tT,-B;xT,xB,,+k 
I f %om 
j is the unique inclusion with the property j(0) = e. It follows that n = degree 
II 0 m oio j). Now let (X, 4, C) be the polyhedral root system of M [15, Definition 
3.61 and let c’ : C 4 N be the “valuation” determined by j (notice that Q-‘(O) 2 C is 
the facet of C determined by e). Let x E C denote the restriction of x to r. We can 
construct a new polyhedral root system (X’, $‘, C’) as follows. 
Since G =Go x k*,X =X0 $ Z. Furthermore, C C_& $ .1’ and x = (0,l) E C. We de- 
fine 
x’=xo $ ‘z, 
n 
4’ = 4, 
C’={iEX’(miEC for some m>O}. 
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It is easily checked that (X’, #, C’) is the polyhedral root system of the reductive 
monoid M’ obtained via [15, Lemma 7.1.11 from the map [ :G -+ G CM given by 
[(g, a) = (g, c(“). Furthermore, v : C --) N extends uniquely to a’ : C’ --+ N via ~‘(a, b/n) 
= ~(a, 0) + b = ~(a, 0) + l/n ~(0, b). Notice that if x’ = (0, l/n) then u/(x’) = 1. But from 
our above calculation applied to M_‘, (C8(@‘)( = u/(x’). Hence, C/(M_‘) = (0). 
For (c) we assume M_ has a zero element. The general case is not essentially different. 
Let e E /1’ be a maximal idempotent of A\{ l}. As above, there exists v : C + F+, which 
extends to v :X 4 Z. Let 
and let 
c,= c w*(H)CX 
WEW 
It is easily checked that (X, 4, C,) is a polyhedral root system with j: (X, $,C) 
-+ (X, 4, C,). Let n/l, be the associated reductive monoid, where LX = G E GE q(d). 
By construction IV, is f-coirreducible. Now from [ 15, Theorem 8.1(a)] there exists a 
birational morphism [, : M_ +A4 inducing j above. Applying part (b) above we can 
modify & slightly, if necessary, and assume that C/(&) = (0). The unique maximal 
f-class of M_, gets mapped to Z. After ordering @‘(&), define 
by i(x~,...,x,)=ia,(x~). . . . . t&(xnl). Consider the action of H_ = G, x ,-; x Go on 
N= flM_, given by 
Define M_’ =NJH_, the geometric invariant theory quotient of N_ by H. By standard 
results of geometric invariant theory [7, Theorem 1.101 there exists a unique morphism 
71: @ -+ M_ such that 
commutes. Based on [17, Proposition 3.31 we see that M_’ is a reductive algebraic 
monoid with unit group Go x k* x . . x k*. Furthermore, C%‘(M) = (0) since C!(N) 
(m) 
=(0) and G, x ... x C& is a semisimple group. To complete the proof we must show 
that x identifies the maximal f-classes of M’ with those of M. But rt is surjective by 
construction and so for each rx E @‘(IV) there exists J E a’(@‘) such that x(J) = J,. 
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But also, C&(M_‘) = (0), so \%?‘(@)I < dim(Z(G’)) = m. Thus, %!I(@) + %‘(M_) is 
bijective by the world’s oldest counting argument. q 
If A4 is a &-coirreducible monoid then the lattice of 2-classes U = %(A’), and 
the type map i, : U + 2s are both determined by A(J) where J E U\{ G} is the unique 
maximal element. Indeed, if A(J) = I, then 
no component of X 
is contained in I u (119 
where U\{ l} is ordered by reverse inclusion and 1 E U is the largest element. Fur- 
thermore, 1. : U 4 2s is defined by 
3”(X) X u C,(X) 
if X#$ or 1, and %($)=Z and i(l)=S. Here, C,(X)={MEI)O~CJ~=O~~~ for all 
flEx}. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose @ is &-coirreducible of type I, split over F, und with CL(M)= 
0. Then 
IIR(M)I = C qlC~W(q _ 1 )ls\W + qlsl(p _ 1) 
XEU 
Proof. First notice that IS\X\ - ICl(X)( = (S\A(X)l since A(X) =X U C,(X) is a dis- 
joint union whenever no component of X lies in I. But then for each X E U, ZR(H(e,)) 
= qlc/cx,l(g _ l)ls\m,l since H(e,) has rank jS\Xl and semisimple rank jC,(X)l. 0 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose M is reductive, split over F4 and locally simply connected. 
Then 
INM)/ = C ai(4 - 1)‘3 
i=o 
where a, = j{(I,J) E 2’ x 4?(M) ( rank(J) - (II + Iv(J)/ = i}l. 
Proof. Recalling Theorem 3.1, it suffices to prove that given our assumptions on 
A~,\sII,J 1 = (q - 1)’ where i = rank(J) - [I( + Iv(J)\. But E/,J is the character group 
of L[\,!(J)(H(e)), the Levi subgroup of H, of type I\v(J). This has rank equal to 
rank(J) and semisimple rank /ZI - \v(J)l. This yields the formula for ai. 0 
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